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tale şi neguvernamentale ale ărilor Uniunii Europene, Statele Unite ale 

Americii şi Canada, care sunt decise să contribuie la valorifi carea poten i-

alului cercetătorilor ştiin ifi ci din fostele republici URSS, doresc o stabilitate 

şi ascensiune multilaterală în aceste ări, manifestă interes pentru formarea 

şi consolidarea rela iilor de colaborare reciproc avantajoase în toate sferele 

de activitate. 

Republica Moldova a aderat la Acordul de Constituire al STCU la 18 

decembrie 2003, fi ind a cincia ară la număr după Azerbaidjan, Georgia, 

Ucraina şi Uzbekistan. Finan area proiectelor a început din noiembrie 

2006. La 6 iunie 2006 STCU este acreditat pe teritoriul republicii de către 

Ministerul Afacerilor Externe şi Integrării Europene. De suportul logistic şi 
fi nanciar al centrului benefi ciază din anul 1997 Uzbekistan, din 1998 Geor-

gia, Azerbaijan din 2003. 

Consiliul de Administrare al STCU în baza concluziilor exper ilor interna-

ionali, la şedin ele sale, care se desfăşoară de două ori pe ani, selectează şi 
aprobă pentru fi nan are cele mai competitive proiecte, în care elementele de 

noutate ştiin ifi că şi performan ă sunt obligatorii. Din momentul ini ierii activi-

tă ii STCU în Republica Moldova, noiembrie 2006, sfera ştiin ei şi inovării a 

benefi ciat de 23 de granturi în valoare de circa 2 mln dolari SUA. 

Din an în an sporeşte numărul de parteneri ai STCU, care sunt co-

interesa i în valorifi carea tezaurului ştiin ifi c, a experien ei şi cunoştin elor 

cercetătorilor din republicile fostei uniuni. Decizia statelor membre de a 

organiza la Chişinău în vara anului 2011 următoarea şedin ă a Consiliului 

de Administrare este o apreciere dată sferei ştiin ei şi inovării din Republi-

ca Moldova, o recunoştin ă pentru aderarea la centru, pentru acreditarea 

diplomatică pe teritoriul republicii. 

Cu toate că în ultimii ani numărul proiectelor regulare, standard, s-a 

redus substan ial, STCU a lansat un nou apel către comunitatea ştiin ifi că 

din Republica Moldova de a promova şi dezvolta alte tipuri de proiecte, nu-

mite de parteneriat, una din condi iile atractive ale cărora rezida în absen a 

concursului. Păr ile fi nan atoare ale centrului şi-au expus disponibilitatea 

de a fi nan a şi în Republica Moldova astfel de tipuri de proiecte, de a sus i-

ne performan a inovativă şi spiritul creativ. 

Ofi ciul din Republica Moldova al STCU încurajează participarea cer-

cetătorilor ştiin ifi ci din organiza iile guvernamentale, neguvernamentale, 

businessul privat la competi ie şi facilitează procesul de promovare al pro-

iectelor prin oferirea consultan ei de rigoare, prin desfăşurarea de activită i 

menite să faciliteze procesul de creare a premizelor necesare pentru pro-

gresul tehnico-ştiin ifi c, pentru integrarea comunită ii ştiin ifi ce din Republi-

ca Moldova în aria de cercetare europeană şi interna ională.
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In the Republic of Moldova, an important role in the managerial 

process in the fi eld of science and innovations is attributed to the pres-

ent system of evaluation and accreditation. Accreditation as a manage-

ment function can and should realize the primary goals of the national 

strategy of science: to set a development vector to the scientifi c organi-

zations and to promote their improvement.

The problem of activity evaluation of a scientist and scientifi c staff 

is specifi cally acute fi rst of all due to the fact that the state fi nancing is 

the basic source of assignment for scientifi c researches. There was a 

question of selection of priority directions which fi rst of all will be funded 

by the state. The role of the system of evaluation and accreditation 

in management of science is a leading one since it allows providing 

the fi nancial support to leaders of scientifi c community and by these 

means to increase the effi ciency of the budgetary expenses in scientifi c 

sphere. It should be one of the most effective tools in management not 

only the separate scientifi c organizations but also the scientifi c system 

as a whole.

The evaluation and accreditation system is the mechanism with 

which help it is possible to regulate science development, and it should 

be directed fi rst of all to the stimulation of activity of the scientists and 

scientifi c personnel to carry out quality researches; however, its basic 

problem is to provide dynamic development of science in an adequate 

way, i.e. to promote the international collaboration.

The very procedure of evaluation and accreditation of scientifi c 

organizations is of great importance; however, at the same time, it is 

enough diffi cult and problematic since it touches upon the relationships 

both in the interior of the scientifi c sphere and between the science and 
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the society. The problem of quality evaluation of scientifi c activity con-

stantly attracts attention of many scientists. This is topic of researches 

of many scientists: Gh. Duka, V. Kantser, A. Dikusar, A. Rotaru etc.

The present system of evaluation and accreditation allows evalu-

ating the scientifi c activity in the most effective objective way since it 

combines both objective and subjective estimates, i.e. the combination 

of quantitative and quality indicators. 

Via accreditation it is possible to receive a huge amount of valuable 

and detailed data about the different indicators of activity of the orga-

nizations in the fi eld of science and innovations as well as to process, 

systematize and analyze the received information. To study and to ana-

lyze structural components of the scientifi c institutions is the natural 

and reasonable way to defi ne the development tendency in the sphere 

of science and innovations in the Republic of Moldova.

The results of estimation of scientifi c activity should be used to 

defi ne the perspective scientifi c directions, to make a decision about 

the continuation or cessation of research fi nancing, the differentiation in 

payment and wages and attestation of researchers. Thus, the system of 

estimation and accreditation represents the feedback tool between the 

results and resources of the scientifi c organization (fi g. 1.).

Scientific 

organization Results of scientific activity      Resources 

Accreditation 

Fig. 1. Accreditation as a feedback tool between the results and

 resources of scientifi c organization

Thus, the estimation of results of scientifi c activity is carried out 

to compare objectively the volume of the spent resources (fi nancial, 

material and non-material) and to defi ne the scientifi c and practical 

(economic, social, ecological) utility of the performed fundamental and 

applied scientifi c researches.

To perform an evaluation and accreditation successfully it is neces-

sary to know the organization of a scientifi c institution and the mecha-

nisms of its functioning. First of all, one must proceed from the fact 

that the scientifi c organization is an open, complex, complete, self-or-

ganized system which exchanges the energy, material streams and the 

information with the environment and other systems.

The process of estimation of the quality of scientifi c activity is dif-

fi cult enough since it is multiparameter, dynamic instable, multilevel, 

multiscale, weakly formalizabile for many parameters; moreover, it is 

necessary to account the social-psychological factors, weak predict-

ability of “the human factor», etc. The present system of the estimation 

and accreditation of organizations in the fi eld of science and innova-

tions in the Republic of Moldova, fi rst of all, requires the balanced ob-

jective system of indicators that refl ects comprehensively the state and 

dynamics of the Moldovan science.

The modern statistics of the science contains a considerable 

amount of indicators which can be classifi ed according to different crite-

ria: fi nancial, personnel, material indicators, direct, indirect, qualitative, 

quantitative, absolute, relative, specifi c, etc. The problem is to choose 

from the whole of them those indicators which allow performing the es-

timation and accreditation in the most effective and objective way. 

Synergism is shown via the following: 

a union of diverse and heterogeneous in sense of informativity - 

and importance of indicators within the framework of a uniform 

system – the system of estimation and accreditation of the sci-

entifi c organizations;

an increase in interrelation of separate indicators within the - 

framework of a uniform system;

a sharp increase in informativity of the received data as a result - 

of complex interaction of the given indicators used for estima-

tion of quality of scientifi c activity of the organization.

Thus, the synergetic effect resulted from merging of separate in-

dicators into a uniform system and from their joint action and mutual 

strengthening in the framework of the given system is a way for increas-

ing the effi ciency of the present system of estimation and accreditation 

of organizations in the fi eld of science and innovations, which allows it 

to become better and objective.

The basic problem for the study and analysis of the scientifi c or-

ganizations is to get into details, to concentrate on the less important 
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questions without catching the main idea, to place the priorities in defi n-

ing the parameters incorrectly. Therefore, it is necessary to reveal the 

sensitive points (order parameters) of the organization through which 

we can achieve its dynamic development into a necessary direction.

On the one hand, the scientifi c institution is a self-organized sys-

tem; however, on the other hand, it requires to be managed since the 

dynamic development of the scientifi c organization is possible only 

through the union of self-organization and management. The present 

system for evaluation and accreditation is one of the elements of man-

agement of the scientifi c organization, and this management must be 

synergetic. Therefore, the primary goal of the system for evaluation and 

accreditation is not to establish and reestablish the scientifi c system, 

but to promote it to have its own mechanisms of development. Well 

organized scientifi c organization thanks to the synergism is capable to 

fi nd an optimum way of development on the basis of self-organization. 

Thus, the system of evaluation and accreditation must take into ac-

count the synergetic approach and it will not be responsible simply for 

regulating the activity of the scientifi c organization but must form the in-

ternal mechanism of its self-organization. Search for the mechanism of 

dynamic development of the science in the Republic of Moldova should 

be carried out in the context of the unity but not the oppositions of self-

organization and management.

The main purpose of the present system for evaluation and ac-

creditation is to strengthen the scientifi c activity of the organizations in 

the fi eld of science and innovations. However, there are different situa-

tions during the procedure of accreditation, including those linked to the 

reorganization. Is it possible to get rid of the negative coloring for the 

process of attestation and accreditation and to make it a reliable tool 

for improving the scientifi c activity? Thus, the evaluation and accredita-

tion should not only promote the qualitative changes in the science but 

also to cause the trust and recognition in the scientifi c community. It is 

important that the evaluation and accreditation process is perceived as 

necessary and correct.

Certainly, the present system of evaluation and accreditation is far 

from being ideal, but still it allows having a look at our scientifi c orga-

nizations in a new way and probably to reveal and realize the latent 

reserves. There is no doubt that the effectiveness of the scientist’s ac-

tivity must be estimated periodically followed by the consecutive con-

clusions.
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Science is required to become economic power and to have an 

infl uence on economic development of society. It implies the need for a 

variety of reports to various funding agencies on research results and 

effectiveness of funds allocated for research. Naturally, that various ad-

ministrative bodies require information in accordance with their needs. It 

actually enforces to present the same data in different required forms.

Though the requirements for reports forms and documentation 

on scientifi c activities of research institutions are often modifi ed, they 

always are based on the same primary information: researchers’ sci-

entifi c publications, detailed information about patents, developed soft-

ware, scientifi c projects and forums, etc. This information is to be kept 

in an information analytical system (IAS) for support of the process of 

research institution scientifi c management.

IAS for research institution scientifi c management has to provide 

the following:

- to assure constant accessibility to up-to-date information;

- to get solicited data promptly in the form needed at proper mo-

ment;

- to analyze current state of the institution according to calculation 

of certain indexes on the base of information stored in the system.

The system should be centralized, multi-user, public within the 

defi nite range of users, as simple as possible in administration, provide 

comprehensive information in convenient for user format (report form), 

and ensure data protection from undesirable effect in the case of carry-

ing forth information to public domains. Not of less importance factor is 

also the usage of open source solutions, the license of which satisfi es 

their usage in noncommercial purposes.
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